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invention, the natives of Anglo-America exceed even

his reform as

of

1890.

In " constructiveness," the genius of mechanical

OSWALD.

V.

The founder

19,

New World

the

will

but that will not prevent

;

World from reaping the fruits
we supplement our natural ad-

vantages by a thorough system of technical training.
The polytechnic schools of France and Prussia, rather than their white slavery and protective

East America will become a paradise
of wealth in a sense far transcending all London or
Paris superlatives, but the time is not far when the
children of toil will have reason to regret the bygone
age of free land and high wages, of cheap timber and
fuel, and abundant venison.
Ruskinism is losing
ground steam and automatic machines are encroaching upon the field of manual labor
the lubber-land
of the Great West is passing into the hands of landspeculators, and in the East the growth of large cities,
unavoidable monopolies, and continued immigration
will soon develop new, and uglier, forms of fhe struggle

have enabled their manufacturers to beat the
own ground for the three
last International Expositions have proved that the
cheapness of their products consists chiefly in the
superior excellence of their workmanship.
''When I found our chief mechanical and civil engineers lamenting the want of progress in their indus-

for existence.

as

soon be over.

;

;

World

In the Old

that struggle has

favored the

progress of secular education by stimulating the appreciation of

But

tries,"

says Dr.

Lyon

;

Playfair,

"and

pointing to the

wonderful advances which other nations were making;
when I found our chemical and textile manufacturers
I
naturally devoted atviews as to the causes.
So far
could gather them by conversation, the one cause

uttering similar complaints,

tention to
I

elicit their

upon which there was most unanimity

of conviction is

that France, Austria, Prussia, Belgium,

and Switzer-

land possess good systems of industrial education for

propaganda of Socialism. The schoolCommunist labor by different methods

the operatives and managers of factories and work-

industrial advantages.

it

also favored the

extremes

equalize the

to

British inventors on their

has

its

teacher and the

tariffs,

America the improvements

of

social

of the better

method

help to expose the fallacies of the other.

shops, and that England possesses none."

will

At the last Paris Exposition, too, one of the jurors
was compelled to admit that "so formidable did the

In

contrasts.

"IVisseii

industrial progress of other nations appear to us, that

soil niitzeii,'' will

be the motto of our educational reformers.
Only useful knowledge is power. The colleges of the twentieth century will have little room
for dead languages and supernaturalism
the past and

several meetings of jurors and exhibitors took place

the future will defer to the claims of the present-; the

on the subject, and the universal impression was that
the industrial development of other countries was due
to the excellent system of technical education given
to the masters of workshops, sub -managers, foremen,

;

text-books of the coming generation will teach the
science of
will

of

The demands

life.

of

an emancipated age

be answered by a catechism of health, a grammar

political

economy, a manual

of

natural science.

Proficiency in the rudiments of social science will be

added

After

to the requisite qualifications of a voter.

a ten weeks'

course in

Bentham

the pupil can be

trusted through a ten years' training of his parochial

mystagogue ;-^obscurantism needs larger odds
pete with truth.

The

rule that prevention

to

is

com-

better

than cure holds good in the treatment of moral diseases.
*
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and even artisans
that the English

tural capacity than

am

of the

whilst, therefore,

workman
any

is

I

believe

possessed of greater na-

of his foreign competitors,

opinion that he

is

I

gradually losing the race

through the superior intelligence which foreign Governments are carefully developing in their artisans."
Yet in point of the systematic education of the
technical classes, America is even behind Great Britain.
With the rarest exceptions our machine-shops, fac-

and laboratories are managed by clever empirics;
the engineers, like the conductors, of our railroads,
tories,

owe

their

preferment to seniority or nepotism, though
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the frequency of disasters has proved by strong arguments ad hominem that routine- labor is not even the

cheapest.

Before the end
National School

of the

next

fifty

years our Board of
a United
seems strange

Inspectors will include

States Commissioner of Gymnastics.

It

that the Norwegian explorers of the New World should
have omitted to utilize their great discovery it is
hard to understand how the Pythagorean theory of the
the key, to so rnany enigmas of the unisolar system
verse—could so long be eclipsed by an erroneous system but it appears yet stranger that for the last fifteen centuries the world should have failed to profit
by the still more important secret revealed by the
medical philosopher Asclepiades, who used to prescribe a special course of gymnastics for every form of
bodily ailment, and demonstrated that physical vigor
is the basis of all moral and bodily welfare, as well as
of permanent health.
Like ancient Italy, North America will soon be inundated by a tide of eastern refugees and eastern
vices, and for the preservation of national health, a
system of physical training would be a more efficient
;

—

;

prophylactic than the quarantine of our sea port towns.

The insane depreciation

of all Pagan ideals and their
manly powers has deprived us of a
pleasure which the ancient Greeks would hardly have
exchanged for all the comforts and luxuries of modern
but, as usual, the war against Nature has
civilization
thwarted the purpose of her enemies, for by supressing

culture of the

;

the normal gratification of a natural instinct they have

forced

it

to seek other outlets

brutal prizefight by proxy.

— physical excesses and
We

cannot afford to

ig-

nore the influence of so potent an agency for good or
evil

;

and even

at this distance

that influence might

and happiness.

of health

tain

become

from

its

well-spring

a youth-restoring foun-

The enthusiasm

gathers around those pitiful substitutes for the

that

festi-

—

our horse-races, cock-fights, and
walking-matches proves how easily the instinct of
competitive gymnastics might be made to re-enter its
ancient channel, with the might of a long-confined

vals of the palaestra

—

river.

In natural capacity for the ardor of gymnastic

emulation, the Anglo-Saxon race yields to no ancient
nation,

and

in

North America a popular system

of

COURT.
palaestras

their local

;

;

gress will ever square the Cartesian circle of that prob-

Theoretically

lem.

league, and refer
international

its

war

disputes to the arbitration of an
;

but

if

any member

of the

the only way to coerce him would be the war-path.
Warfare will continue while there are motives of rivalry
between man and man nature will not forego that
;

potent means for securing the survival of the

But the
at

fittest.

battles of the future will probably be fought

"The

long range.

science of

explosives," says

Prof. Kirchhofl, "is only in its infancy

;

but the rate

development promises, before long, to make our
old-fashioned powder-guns comparatively harmless
instruments.
Chemistry is on the close track of an
of its

invention that will revolutionize our present system of

He

warfare."

refers to

the aero-dynamical effect of

In a fifteen acre pond, a White-

certain explosives.

head torpedo, by the mere force of the concussion,
would kill every fish in the water. The blue-fire explosion of the Chester fireworks demolished the
buildings of the neighborhood by the force of a sheer
air blast.
In a lecture room, seating about two hundred students, the detonation of a five cubic-inch bubble of pure hydrogen would stun the whole audience,
and probably kill the experimenter. The chemists of
the future may devise means to destro}' a whole regiment by the explosion of a single torpedo-shell, and
reduce warfare to a long-range artillery contest.
But victory will still be biased by the quality of the
indispensable human complement of such machines.

Next to gymnastics, cold air is the healthiest tonic,
and in the absence of physical culture many nations

owe

their superioritj' to

nearly

;

all

Areopagus

development and the organization of
A few normal gymnasia, public examinations in the form of
prize-exercises, a yearly prize-tournament with a government subvention as an incentive to private bequests, and the country would soon abound with athletic associations, county-Olympias, and champion clubs;
the country-town idlers who now attend the arrival
and departure of every railway-train, would crowd
nucleus

to unite

Junta should take it in his head to question the competence of the Court and refuse to ratify its decision,

matic influences.

the details would take care of themselves.

would be easy enough

it

the governments of the world in a general anti

physical culture would require only the establishment
of a

prizes for running, wrestling

;

and spear-throwing, and the rapture of gymnastic
emulation in the presence of applauding friends, would
turn thousands of boy-topers into young athletes.
As in the century of the Antonines, the combined
physical and intellectual superiority of a great nation
will inaugurate a period of long peace
but no milFor the evil of war there are many pallialennium.
tives, but no radical remedies
no Boston Peace Con-

all

It

is

the invigorating effect of
a

most suggestive

the war records of the

human

cli-

fact that

race repeat

the history of the conquest or expulsion of southern

nations by their northern neighbors. Carthage crushed

by

Rome

;

Rome

by the V'isigoths

South-Spanish

;

Moors by North-Spanish Christians South- German
states worsted by North-German Prussia
SouthItalian states by North-Italian Savoy
the Southern
Turks defied by northern insurgents and harassed
;

;

;

b)'

northern rivals; South-Slavic states absorbed by

I

)
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Russia

South-Mongol Chinese worried by North-

;

Mongol

The

Tartars.

ingly confirmed by

ern hemisphere,

its

principle of the rule

apparent reversion

is

strik-

in the

south-

where the invigorating climate

of

Chili enables a small southern nation to bully a big

northern neighbor. Climate, culture, and gymnastics
combined, will more than secure our southern frontier
and identity of interests will probably help to preserve
the peace with our northern neighbor, the quiet,
thrifty, timber-selling, and cotton buying Scotchman
of Anglo-America.
Domestic squabbles are unavoidable but for the
next century or two it augurs well for the stability of
our Union that the late unpleasantness occurred under
;

;

circumstances uncommonly well calculated to make
rebellion unpopular.
With the exception of the Anti-

Reform League that

baffled the plans of

Joseph

II.,

no other mutineers ever fought for slavery. The usual
insurrection-valor was this time unavailing, and without very strong provocation the experiment will not
be repeated for generations to come.
In the meantime that incurable tendency of our
race which Jean Paul defines as "the factiousness of
human nature, founded on the eternal dualism of
earthly things," will
tests,

and

it is

expend

its

energies in party-con-

not improbable that the watchwords of

the factions destined to succeed the "ins and outs"
of

our present political rivals will express the princi-

ples of less indefinable divergencies.

The

free-trade

controversy will before long become the prominent
question of the day

but as a party issue it will be a
"one-term question." The labors of Adam Smith
have not been wholly in vain; the commercial reform
party need not bribe its voters the discussion of its
arguments would suffice to make them truisms, even
if the real motives of their opponents had not alread}'
become visible through their cover of threadbare pre;

;

texts.
(to be CONTINUiD.

WANTED— AN ASSORTMENT

OF ISLANDS.

BY JOEL BENTON.

Our

present era is, it would seem, in a ferment
now, over fantastic schemes and ideas. The different ways to reform the world are becoming legion.
Not long ago, Henry George had the public ear mostly
to himself; and, if you could only believe him, and
the ineffable nonsense which he and his acolytes put
forth, we might see all the evil in the world incontinently extinguished, by simply
to confiscate all
it

empowering the

state

the realty of landowners and turning

over to the community at large. Another sect pleads

cumulative taxation to prevent people from getting rich, as if it were not a hard enough thing already

for

to attain to

that condition.

Some would

stringently, or prevent inheritance

no end

tax legacies

and there

;

which glow furnace

of things

really

is

heads
of perfervid cranks for the proposed betterment of
human life and human conditions.
Not one of these schemers ever thinks of facts as
they are not one of them offers a cure for crime, unthrift, laziness, debauchery, and imbecility.
All start
like in the

;

upon the

human

assumption, that to be born into the

idiotic

make

race, is to

which rugged effort,
only to those

and

paj'able from

same share

individual the

who

suffering,

have, or

who

practice, these virtues

Perhaps the uppermost nostrum
is

society to the

good things of earth,
toil, and self-denial, allot

of the

traits.

in

vogue

just

now,

the Bedlamite scheme of Mr. Bellamy, for com-

pacting — under the sonorous phrase "to nationalize"
— industry and laziness, sin and virtue, into an inseparable compound, giving equal prizes to
is

a neat

way

of nullifying the law of

all;

God and

which

the will

—

inasmuch as it punishes thrift and
and puts a bounty upon crime and laziness.
For a nine day's wonder an exploitation of fool-philosophy it has held its own pretty well, and is still

of civilization

virtue,

—

—

making

a precious

amount

of noise out of all propor-

tion to its title for serious consideration.

The

itera-

have already become
nauseating to the public nostrils, so that a relief from
hearing more of its stridulous folly would be welcome
to all sane intellects.
It occurs to me therefore, to ask, not only on its
behalf, but for every one of these epileptic sects mentioned and for others like them which follow as they
suddenly subside —^an assortment of islands, pleasantly
tion

and re-iteration

of its claims

—

located out of the hearing of the patient public, whose
ears are tired, on which these several schemes can
be separately tried and experimented with, by those
who have such rhapsodic faith in them. Their exploiters must each and all be sick of a deaf and unresponsive public, which goes placidly about its way
without thought or care for them. What better can
they do then, than to select some island each class
of theorists

just

2335

schemes

at

for itself

once

—
— and put thereon these several

in action

?

If

they are right, and the

wrong, they can in this way, set
up "object lessons" which will prove more eloquent if
and prove so in one generation than censuccessful
turies of lectures and discussions to the world at large,
which has already shown that it will not heed or listen.
It would be necessary that these islands should be

indifferent world

is

—

—

apart, and very comfortable to outsiders
they could be out of reach of all civilized mainlands and, there should be one selected also for the
anarchists, who believe neither in the existing order

some distance
if

;

of things,
If

nor in any scheme

of order

whatever.

there are not enough islands procurable to go
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wanted;

and we are sure no
Let us therefore

around among them all, there are, at least, available
tracts in Africa, where states might be formed to illustrate new theories, and yet be so far away from our
sick, or believed-to-be sick, civilization, as to ensure

more

uncontaminated exercise of the different
It might not be a boon to the
Africans, but they have generally had no rights which
and,
white people have considered worth respecting
one more abuse for the sake of enlightening the world

whether their various catholicons prove wholeill, it will be undeniably true that on such a
mission as is outlined, they would "leave their country
for their country's good."

a free and

novel experiments.

;

have

The
fit

just

is

an island

am

social

theory.

or

COMPARATIVE ETHNOLOGY.^
BY DR. TH. ACHELIS,

really not speaking with levity, but with ab-

The world

as

we

all

admit,

is

into form

[concluded.]

not

might be; and, if I sincerely thought
the evolution that has given us such benefit as we do
have is at fault, and a new one which I could write
out as glibly as a merchant writes a receipt for bills
paid, would heal all our social diseases, I should only
be too glad to search for an island or for some remote
land, within whose boundaries I could put my ideas
as perfect as

Following the

it

and

practice.

ethical

life

He

wisdom.

different character

was, to be sure, a some-

from the authors

ern catholicons and sociak panaceas.

and he knew the

of

our mod-

He knew

but

has in our era of criticism been so often

and in intimate connection with the
development of law as exhibited in its various
As before and in simiphases throughout the world.
lar cases, we must here bear in mind that all so-called
latter a

which

his

of the re-

tions of ethics,

losopher, was given the island of Barataria on which
to exploit

development

the importance of which for

underestimated, comes a development of the concep-

questions

are

historical

ligious consciousness,

we without precedents for this mode of
procedure. Readers of " Don Quixote" remember that
Sancho Panza, who was a proverb maker and a phi-

what

kind of

DOMESTIC RELATIDNS, ETHICS, AND LAW.

solute earnestness.

Nor

ever}'

for

for

;

some

flictions.
I

is

fanatics cannot leave us without a double bene-

half so grievous as are our present in-

would not be

what

reformer will scout our idea.

real

of

are

origin

physical somersaults.

speculative

meta-

fictions,

Inductive inquiry occupies

it-

only with the organic evolution of existing germs,

self

in the present instance are

conditioned by social

organization on the one hand, and on the other by the
specific

psycho physical constitution

of the individual.

thus of primary importance to study closely the
structure of that primitive clan-relationship upon the
It is

and often acknowledged
contemporary Sancho
Panzas, however, think they know it all, and snap

basis of consanguinity

their fingers at the results of centuries of experience.

in

But in spite of all this, we trust they (each and all of
them) may get an island where they can set their dif-

help of copious material. Ethnology has succeeded in
displacing the current notion of an a priori and abso-

ferent philosophies at work.
We shall then not only
be relieved from several varieties of pestiferous demagoguism, and be benefitted by the departure, but

lute

little,

limits,

the size of his ignorance

;

but,

and no opposition, ought to
and prospect.
As Sancho's patron said to him, so can we substantially say to them
"God speed you, and govern you
in your government, and deliver us all from a suspicion we have that you will turn the whole island

they, having free scope

rejoice in so delightful an opportunity

:

topsy-turvy, since that heated brain of yours
sackful of proverbs, and stale philosophy."

what matters
that, while

it

is

but a

But then
Sancho

so long as the}' think with

they "are asleep," and their

new

dispen-

sations are at work, "the great and the small, the

poor and the

To

rich, are all equal."

abolish the evils in

human

nature, and bring in

the millennium by merely having a free field for a spe-

mechanism, is worth almost anj- sacrifice.
Cowper's aspiration for "a lodge in some vast wilderness," where "rumors of oppression and deceit," and
"man's inhumanity to man" could never reach him
cific social

as the germinal cell of

later differentiations

ethical conceptions are contained.

it all

morality,

which

which we have characterized
all

is

and

in

establishing in

relative, genetic,

its

;

since

With

the

place one

and which changes with

its

and external constituent factors. This slow
advance of the the moral sentiment is unequivocally

internal

revealed to us in the history of marriage, as treated in

John Lubbock,
works Prehistoric Times and Origin of Civili-

particular by the zealous English savant
in his

zation.

A glance at the complete dissimilarity of the matrimonial relations of the two periods, will show how
little

the ideal of the present and the ideal of pre-

historic times

have

in

common.

"From

the stand-

"the family in
its extension to clan, nation, and the like, formed the
basis of society, and at its head in the circle of Aryan
civilization appeared the pater fa milias a.i\d pitar (declared also by philology to be the protector) with his
colleagues.
But now that we are able to penetrate
with the help of Ethnology into the primary foundations and sub-foundations of social organization, we
point hitherto assumed," says Bastian,

*Tran5laled from Ihe Deittsche Rundschau

finftK.

I

:

THE OPKN
find the

family non-existent there

phase

this

of negative relations

outlines \h&

we

femina finis familice,

family as inaicr fa/m'/ias."

and from out

;

of

see arising in misty

which represents the

The complete agreement

accounts of tribes bearing no relationship to one another, no longer leaves it a matter of doubt that bloodof

common mother must take the
place of the patriarchal family as the fundamental
relationship through a

form

of

development.

entirely different

Whence

it is

very obvious that

conceptions of morality prevailed

within this form of society.

"Marriage," says Lubits father and
mother seem to us so natural and obvious that we are
apt to look upon them as aboriginal and general to the
human race. This, however, is very far from being
the case.
The lowest races have no institution of
marriage true love is almost unknown among them;
and marriage, in its lowest phases is, by no means, a
matter of affection and companionship."
And Post
bock, " and the relationship of a child to

;

speaks to the same

effect.

"Among

primitive races

marked matrimonial relations between the
individual members of tribes do not obtain.
The
members of a tribe associate with one another without
constraint, and it is only the physical preponderance
distinctly

of especially powerful individuals
of chieftains that

who

rise to the

rank

able to curb the propensities of

is

weaker brethren." *
Repugnant and revolting though

their

be,

it is still

actual facts

this notion

may

none the less ill timed to oppose objective
by considerations of sentiment. Not until

the gradual dissolution of the original relation of consanguinity, not until the discontinuance of exclusively

endogamous marriages

(or connection solely within

one's native tribe) and the development of

exogamous

relations (relations of marriage with other tribes as
well)

and the consequent displacement

of

the whole

order of society, does the animal brutality of primitive

times gradually recede before that most delicate of
modern moral world.

the relations of our

Especiall}' important,

and

still

surviving in rudi-

mentary form in many old popular customs, is marriage by capture, which sank in the course of time to
an informal symbol.
After the paternal authority had
increased in power and scope, consequent upon settlement in permanent abodes, marriage by purchase ensues (distinctly retained in the coemtio of Rome), where
a wife

is

assigned to the highest bidder.

—

Conjugal and filial love not to
speak of patriotism the emotions of repentance, of
conscience the ethical estimation of our fellow creatures
forbearance from the violation of property
rights, and the like
all these blessings of our culture
;

;

;

:

*

Grundlagen des

Recltts, p. 214.

and

civilization

are
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either wholly lacking

in those
primitive periods of the organization of our race, or,
if present, appear in the lowest and most rudimentary

forms.

This idea of an evolution of our jural sense, or legal
consciousness, has been elaborated by Hermann Post
in various works {"Die Gesclikclitsgciwssenschaft dcr

" Ursprung

Urzeit," 1875;

ties Rechts," 1876; "BauRechtswissenschaft" 2 vol.,
1880 and 1 881; "Die Grundlageu dcs Rechts," 188+
all published in Oldenburg).
The author formulates

steine fiir eine allgetneine

view thus " My aim is to build up
by an inductive process
I do not
start with the assumption that there is innate in man
something that is absolutely and objectively good or
right, or that my individual ethical and jural sense is
an infallible standard for the determination of what
is good and' what is bad, or of what is right and what
is wrong.
It is my purpose to find out what is good
and right from the collective phases of the ethical and
jural sense of mankind as they appear in the customs
of all the nations of the globe, and in this indirect way
I seek to discover and rectify the true content of my
own individual moral and jural conscience. For the
individual psychology whereon our present philosoph}'
of law is almost exclusively based, I propose to substitute an ethnical psychology.
The starting-point of
my investigations in the science of law will be the
legal customs of all the nations of the earth, regarded
as precipitates of the living jural sense of humanity;
and from the basis thus formed I shall approach the
question of what is right." *
It thus appears that law and custom in the primitive phases of social life, are approximately identical
and that, as the result of the decline of physical
strength and the consequent dissolution of custom,
legal conceptions come to assume sharper and more
definite forms and set themselves up in direct oppohis critical point of

:

a science of law

;

sition to life

a state of affairs well seen in the period

;

Thus, whereas custom

of Byzantinism.

bodiment

is

of the inner psychical side of social

the emlife,

law

measure upon external factors, and is
bound up with social and climatic influences as well as
rests in great

particular historical conditions.

With

the Egyptians,

whose attention was continually kept upon the supersensual by a rigid hierarchy and the subtilest of mythi-

immediate
under different con-

cal speculations, religion entered into the

obvious that Ethics also underwent a radical
and far-reaching transformation in the course of this
It is

revolution of society.

COURT.

service of the law
ditions,

the

;

just as to-day,

Koran serves

as a juridical canon.

In

cases where, as in China, the relation of children to

was made the

their parents

lation
duties.

is

found

And

establishment of legal

yet, as little as fixed a priori ideas in

of themselves
*

basis of morality, this re-

to enter into the

go to make up the jural sense of a

Preface to "Z?iV Crundlage7i,"

p, lo.

and

human
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being, and howsoever inconstant may be the content
of positive rules within the separate periods of organization, on the other hand it is quite a mistaken
idea to assign to external causes alone the determinfind ourselves in the
ing role in this process.

"We

possession of a jural sense or consciousness in which
the joint psychical life, the collective soul of a social

expressed in forms of psychical maniIn so far as the social factor is operative
festation.
here, the province of law includes and extends beyond

community

is

hence the jural or legal
sense of man acts with irresistible power a person is
unable to evade the voice of his conscience, although
his individual inclinations may impel him to an entirely different course. The relation between the jural
sense and law is this that the law appears as a precipitate of the jural sense of all the individuals that form
the province of the individual

;

:

:

and have formed an organized division

The

of society.

physical

jural sense of the individual appears in the

COURT.

hovering," he says, "in an immeasurable

We

space is lost in infinite distance.
span of Time, whose flickering light

All,

where

are living in the

now

vanishes in

and now in the darkness of
We think in that wonderful phenomenon
the future.
an enigma to those about us, an
of consciousness
We see about us, it
enigma to our own selves.

the darkness of the past,

;

.

is true,

the

sum

.

.

of action only in its resultant cause of

we behold them working
And what is it
that the soul of man so craves? It is to know the All,
Can he ever
of which he is but an integral portion.

incomprehensible laws, but

together in harmonious accord.

hope

comprehend

to

it

.

.

.

otherwise than by active co-

? Could a surer,
more exalted consolation be offered him, than to
know himself as an atom of infinity and eternity, and
like this atom infinite and eternal too? .... Our eye
looks out into infinity, why deny it? Infinity surrounds
thee; therefore do thou endeavor to be infinite. Thou

operation in the continuity of the All
a

world in the shape of acts, words, and signs and from
uniform repetition throughout the society appears there
as a custom. Thus the individual jural consciousness

shaft feel thy thoughts, thine ideas pouring forth into

It
appears immediately as the living source of law.
is not the motive power only in the province of practical law; it is also the factor which continually ampli-

shalt

;

and develops the existing system of law. The
which in a future period assume the
character of customary laws and statutary rules,
emanate from the minds of the different individuals
and in the end
constituting the peoples of the earth

fies

the eternity of the All

feel

them
thou

;

grow as a part of it, unceasingly, eternall}', without end, and shalt be filled with conscious harmony."

THE HISTORICAL DATA OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF ICELAND.

legal conceptions

;

thou shalt everywhere

;

taking root in the laws of the harmonious cosmos

BY ALBERT H, GUNLOGSEN.
II.

Only

the

decades of the Icelandic settlement
during the folthe so-called Viking-age
first

positive laws are nothing else than the winnowed
products of individual legal conceptions, of the treasured stores through countless generations of countless

belonged to
lowing period the citizens of the Commonwealth emulated the public spirit and unflagging activity of the

active intellects."

free

all

It

would be

idle speculation to

venture beyond this

an innate sense able

last attainable point of

to distin-

guish conformably to the existing sj'stem between right

and wrong, or

to

wish to enter into an examination of

the organization of the individual or his relation to

the all-comprehending

We

mind

new and promising conception

of -the

our short sketch yet we trust that we have
in some measure elucidated the exalted aim of Comin

;

parative Ethnology to afford a history of the

consciousness in

The devotee
many a

true,

all

its

human

periods of organic formation.

have

of this science will

to waive,

pleasant prospect and expectation

it
;

is

yet

the more firmly will the foundations of his knowledge
become established thereby, and the more immediately
will

he

feel, in spite

of his individual frailty,

lationship as a part of the mighty All.

with rare power and enthusiasm

;

his re-

Bastian has

pictured this far-extended perspective in his

first

work,

and we shall close

with this amplification of our exposition.

We

read

of their incessant intercourse with Scandinavia,

and

commonwealths

of classical antiquity.

with the rest of the mediaeval Europe.

Not

as plun-

"vikings," but as peaceful traders, in their
they frequently visited Byzantium, and distant
This unavoidable
ports of the Mediterranean Sea.
dering
ships,

Europe of
have demoralizing effects
upon the leading men of the Commonwealth, and upon
the stability of the heathen Teutonic institutions of
contact with the monarchical and clerical

of the universe.

could naturally give but a broad and general

outline of this

world

;

"We

are

the time, later did not

fail to

Iceland.

In the year looo these institutions for the first
time were shaken to their very centre by the violent
and it is almost a subintroduction of Christianity
;

wonder, that they should still have long surThe
vived this powerful attack from the outside.

ject of

violent deeds and lawlessness of the Viking-age, after
all,

must not be regarded as

a

normal condition

of

things in Scandinavia, but rather as a transient political

and

social revolution.

As men

of

Germanic

race,

the Scandinavian nations also were naturally accessiIn the tenth cenble to strong humanitarian feelings.
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might have been expected, only the tenets

tury, as

Christianity could have satisfied these innate

of

several heathen laws, that were unfavorable to the

human-

church but, when the same king in the year 1018
wished the Icelanders to receive foreign bishops, and
even to acknowledge his own royal authority, the

itarian instincts.

In their

own vocabulary

the

word "

religion "

was

mostly rendered by the term sidr, usage, custom,
denoting any concrete form of religious worship, and
which with themselves was identified with the entire

own

An

fabric.

social

foreign

si<ir,

unconditional

implied thus a

cherished,

acceptance

-total

a

of

surrender of their
Besides, there

national traditions.

were other concomitant circumstances, unfavorable
the apostles of Christianity in the North.
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The

to

;

Althing indignantly rejected the king's proposals, and

proceeded

own, native bishops. The first
by name, was consecrated in the year 1055 by Archbishop Adalbert of
Bremen, and there was erected the Episcopal see of
to elect its

of these Icelandic bishops, Isleif

In 1106 another bishop

Skalholt.

was elected

to the

see of Holar in the Northern quarter of Iceland.

de-

If

we

are allowed to extend this period as far as

graded moral condition of the Southern nations was
known, and looked upon with contempt by the Northmen who visited Byzantium, Gaul, and Italy; moreover,
the simple fact, that their own rising, absolute kings
sought by preference their main support in the new

Commonwealth. During this
period the Commonwealth for the first time enjoyed
undisturbed internal tranquillity. This was mainly due

worship, these and other similar motives caused the

tinguished native

introduction

harmony with the

where

Christianism

of

assume the form

to

Scandinavia every-

in

of a sullen, reluctant

com-

the year 1150,
era

of

the

it

might be regarded as the

brief golden

Icelandic

the unselfish efforts of a succession of really dis-

to

Still,

bishops,

who, as

yet,

worked

free institutions of the

in

country.

the material interests of the church were not en-

Olaf TryggvasoD, excluded the Icelanders from inter-

The Icelandic bishops, between
and 1133, compiled a Kristinreti,
namely, an Icelandic Canonical law, which was readily
accepted and sanctioned by the Althing.
Incidentally
it
may be observed, that the Icelandic bishops and

course and trade with Norway, and retained as hostages

clergy continued to contract marriages, like other lay-

promise.

tirely

This particularly. happened

case of the Ice-

in the

landic Commonwealth.
In order to compel the Commonwealth to accept Christianity, the Norwegian king,

a

number

of sons of Icelandic chiefs.

On

this occa-

sion the king's violent, apostolic methods, doubtless,

contrast very unfavorably with the coolness, courtesy,

and common-sense

Commonwealth.

of the

heathen Godar and lawmen
In heathen Iceland, although

of the

the Asic worship figured as
within- his

own domestic

the

official state-religion,

precincts no

man

forgotten.

the years

11 22

The Pope of Rome was far away, and so were
German and Swedish Archbishops of Bremen and
Lund but not so, at a later period, the Norwegian

men.
the
of

;

Archbishops

The

of Nidaros.

free institutions

of the

the stirring daily lives of the

Commonwealth, and

Icelanders,

naturally,

could be

afforded a great public opportunity to the spoken word.

Submitting to the
adopted the only
available expedient.
It proclaimed Christianity as
the official religion, and thereupon the A/thing itself
set about organizing the church.
The church, prac-

In Iceland the common language of Scandinavia
achieved a grand historical evolution, through which

persecuted for his religious
inevitable, the

tically, as far

as possible,

isting national institutions

dred and

fifty

faith.

Icelandic Althing,

was identified with the exand thus the first one hun-

;

years of the Icelandic church

— even in a

purely Christian sense, the best years of the Icelandic

—

church happen to coincide with this exceptional arrangement, which at that time of history onty could
have been realized in a remote country like Iceland.
,

to

state
as

Temple-Godar themselves
embraced the ecclesiastic
the temple was converted into a church, and

In order to effect this, the
a considerable
;

extent

before the church remained a private property.

The

and title of Godi, of course, were not
but as Godi he did not himself officiate as
but for this he secured the services of " a hired

jurisdiction

abolished
priest,

;

priest,"

who was

church.

The

a

dependent

of

the

builder of

Althing, at the request of the

the

Norwegian

king, St. Olaf (Olaf Haraldsson), thereupon abolished

it

became

a

much wealthier, and more highly developed

type of speech.

When

in

the eleventh century the

Icelandic clergymen introduced the

Roman

alphabet,

once became the vehicle through which Christian doctrine and legends were taught.
The national
Skalds and Sagamen, still throughout the eleventh century, continued to instruct the people through faithful
oral delivery.
But, at the beginning of the twelfth
century the use of the Roman letters was extended to
the accumulated materials of the national oral literature, and already before the j'ear 1200, the vast bulk
Ari
of oral Sagas had passed into a written form.
and Sacmund, at the beginning of the twelfth century,
opened up the classical period of Icelandic literature and
historiography, which extended into the first decades
This perfectly unique
of the thirteenth century.
literature itself was mainly built up from native Northern elements, and it was in advance of the prose-literatures of mediaeval Italy, France, and England.
it

at

The gradual decay

of the Icelandic

State in the

—

2
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latter half of the twelfth

century must be reduced to

both internal and external causes.

The

internal causes are attributed to the peculiar

organization of the Icelandic

Godord

since the intro-

and further, to the exceptional position of the Church to the constitution of
the Commonwealth.
The open conflict between the
Church and the Commonwealth broke out about the
middle of the twelfth century. The Icelandic Canonical law from the year 1122 was the main obstacle.
In the days of the great Pope Innocent III, this national Canon-law no longer was compatible with the
universal Canon-law of the Church, which then was
being vigorously enforced in every European land beyond the Alps. The collection Diplomatarium Islandicum, among many papal letters, contains one from
duction of Christianity

;
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been weakened by the foreign intrigues, to which they
constantly were being subjected.
Originally there had existed a tacit presupposition
of the social equality of all the Godar of Iceland, but
now, apparently to indemnify themselves for the losses
sustained through the surrender of vast property to
the Church, certain Godar sought to grow more powerful through family-alliances, annexations of new
Godords and number of thingmen. This disastrous
period, in the annals of Iceland,

"Sturlung"

is

known

age.

It

lasted

family of the Sturlungs.

The

Icelandic Godi Sturla Thordson having laid

the foundations of the power of his family, his three

Pope Innocent III, addressed to the bishops of IceThe letter is a characteristic specimen of the

sons Thord,

peremptory

marriages, and open deeds of violence.

land.

despite

style, in

Christian world

gins

'
'

:

rarum
etc.

which the high-spirited

geographical distance,

aspired to

Quamvis insula

— and

the

ad mare ! The letter bevestra magna profecto orbis ter-

a mare usque

tract 11 ab urbis partibus sit remota,

mands

Pontiff,

rule

thereupon

in

a burning

vos tamen,"

homily he repri-

the bishops for tamely submitting to the usur-

pation and alleged unchristian deeds of the secular
power, and for neglecting to maintain the inviolate
dignity of the church and in conclusion he insultingly
taunts the bishops with having become like unto "canes
muti facti, lafrare non valentes .'" all of which acquires

as the so-

through the first
five decades of the thirteenth century, and it is identified with the rise and ambitious aspirations of the
called

Snorri,

and Sighvat, each

his

in

turn

sought to increase their Godords through purchases,

By

degrees

the west of Iceland had fallen into their hands.
dentally

we remark,

Inci-

that the Snorri here alluded to,

was the Skald and historian Snorri Sturluson, the

nowned author of "Heimskringla," and

re-

of other works.

These protracted contentions afforded a favorable opwho now began to

portunity for the kings of Norway,

directly interfere in the affairs of the Icelandic

Com-

an additional interest, when we recall to mind that the
pontifical reprimand, journeying all the way from

monwealth. During the long strife their policy seems
to have been by alternate turns to support the Sturlungs, or their enemies such as Gizur Thorvaldsson,
and Kolbein. By turns the crafty king Hakon uses
them as his unwilling instruments for the submission
of the Commonwealth
and to this effect the king in-

Rome

sidiously suggested that they should try to induce the

;

—

to Iceland,

was administered by

/z/wj^^hadignominiously failed
barons, and

who

at

this very

a Pope,

who

to curb his own Roman
time himself dared not

;

leading

way.

men

of

the

Commonwealth

to

come

to

Nor-

In the year 1247, Cardinal William of Sabina

travel the few miles between Rome and Anagni without an escort of several hundred armed men
As regards Iceland, henceforth the Archbishops of

happened to be in Norway for the Coronation of King
Hakon. On this occasion the Sturlung Thord Kakali,
and his antagonist Gizur Thorvaldsson submitted their

Nidaros systematically refused to sanction the Episcopal elections undertaken by the Althing, or even the

differences to the Cardinal's arbitration.

elections of native Icelandic bishops, but appointed

same time he strongly advised the Icelanders to make
their submission to the Norwegian king.
"It was an
unheard of thing," the Cardinal said, "that when all

!

their

own

favorites,

and by preference foreigners.

This was an unfair and flagrant violation of the rights
of the people, and of the Icelandic Althing, and which
manifestly aimed at the stability of the Commonwealth.
The leading men of the Commonwealth soon found
that any peaceful

compromise was out of the question,
and thus toward the close of the twelfth century
the churches in Iceland ceased to be a private property.

The

following decades of civil strife were a direct

between the Church
and the Commonwealth, whose leading men had lost
all hope of preserving the old political institutions,
and whose patriotic pride and love of country had
result of the previous struggle

decided

The Cardinal

in favor of the scion of the Sturlungs,

but

at the

nations in Christendom acknowledged kings, the Ice-

landers alone should

make an exception."

Thord thereupon was sent to Iceland, to rule all
the Godords claimed by his famil}', and to work in the

He failed to do the latter to the king's
and soon he was called back to Norwaj'.
Gizur Thorvaldsson thereupon became the favorite
instiument of King Hakon he was created "jarl" by
the king, and subsequently he played a very prominent
king's interest.
satisfaction,

;

part in the closing events of the

Commonwealth,

as

they have been graphically described in the great

" SturlungaSaga," the text

of

which has recently been

—
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published by the Clarendon Press in Oxford.
formal surrender of the Commonwealth of Iceland to
It was purely
the king of Norway- took place in 1264.
a conditional surrender.

The Althing

expressly stip-

ulated the preservation and recognition of

and thereupon agreed
the king of Norway.

cient privileges,
tribute to

to

all its

must be understood

religion

a

:

an-

a yearly

perhaps natural that every new discovery

£ut

turns out quite different as

it

soon as men's minds get accustomed to the new conWhat has been destroyed by sciception of things.

conception of the
as a

life,

then appears, was after

ence,

it

only.

The world becomes

a childish

all

error

greater and grander through

regulative principle of conduct, as a basis of ethics.

an expansion of our conception of the world, and

There are, accordingly, two elements in religion the
It is necessary
one of knowledge, the other of action.
that we have a knowledge of what the world is in
which we live, and of what the laws are that constiThis knowledge must find a
tute its cosmic order.
practical application. It must encourage us to submit
willingly to that which is necessary, however hard it
may be, and to comply cheerfully with the demands
that are founded in the nature of things.
Our view of the world for religious purposes need

ligion reaps

;

not be the accurate science of the naturalist
tion of the universe in

;

a concep-

most general outlines

is

suffi-

Yet we must not forget that a clear and definite
idea of the sociological law that regulates the relations
between man and man and thus produces human
cient.

society, is the

in

science should apparently threaten to destroy the very
basis of religion.

universe that shall serve as a guide through
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whensoever a person means to be clever, he must perforce
make up something of his own, which has to be the best that is,
This fool will upset the whole Science
just as he makes it.
Astfonoini.c.
But the holy Scriptures tell us, Joshua bade the Suit
stand still and not the Earth."
this

It is

pay

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM AND RELIGION.
Bv

COURT.

most important and indispensable part

the fruit of the scientist's

work

re-

religion

;

and meliorated.
At the present time a new problem is again presented to religion a problem which ought not and
cannot be blinked by the clergy. This problem shakes
is

purified, spiritualized,

—

our religious conceptions to their foundation, for
concerns the object and purpose of all religious work

human

the

Religion being a guide through

soul.

and a regulative principle

what

of conduct,

is it

it

life

but a

means devised for the salvation of souls?
Modern psychology throws a new light upon the
The soul was in former times and
nature of the soul.
bj'

is still

being that

many people conceived

be a mysterious

to

in possession of a certain stock of ideas.

is

This mysterious being, the centre of man's spiritual existence, is called the

Ego

or the

Me

;

it is

the subject in

of nature, in this sense, include the

the "I think," the agent that does the thinking and the

laws of spiritual, emotional, and intellectual soul life.
Since natural laws remain the same, from eternit}'

assumption of this ego has constituted the corner-stone
of the most prominent philosophies since Descartes.
Descartes pronounced the famous dictum Cogito ergo
sum "I think, therefore I am" and this sentence has
for two centuries been considered as the axiom of

of

to

it.

The laws

eternity,

it is

thus apparent that religion has in

an element of immutability which makes

it

it

impossible

more than one true religion. Yet
since man's knowledge of natural laws has to undergo
that there can be

a constant evolution, his religious ideals, consequent!}',

grow and expand step by step with

also

progress.

And

his

scientific

religious progress has always lagged

and still lags a little behind scientific progress for
moral instructors are necessarily of a conservative turn
of mind and slow to accept new truths which have not
as yet passed through all the crucial tests of a critical

;

—

;

Yet Kant objected

philosophy.
evidence.
of the

I

He denounced
which

or Ego,

it

to

is

to its so-called

be proved in the conclusion

ergo ego sum, says Kant, has been

premise ego

self-

The existence

as a fallacy.

assumed

the

in

cogito.

;

Kant who owes so much
said

examination.

'

Luther certainly was a progressive spirit, a bold
and courageous man, who for. the sake of truth feared
neither the fagot of the inquisition nor the ban of the
Pope. And yet how narrow-minded was Luther's
opinion of his great countryman and contemporary,
Copernicus.

We

read in Luther's Table Talk:

Mention was made of a contemporary aslroiogus who wanted
to prove that the earth moved and turned about, but not the
Heavens, nor the Firmament, nor Sun, nor Moon just as when
a person is seated in a wagon or on a boat and is in motion, and
fancies he is sitting still and at rest while the earth and trees do
seem to pass along and be in motion. But the whole matter is just
'

'

;

to

David

Hume

most

likely followed a hint of the great Scottish thinker

who

:

As

for me,

whenever

I

contemplate what

is

inmost

in

what

I

call

my own

cial

perception as of cold, heat, light or shadow, love or hate,

self,

pleasure or pain.

I

I

always come

in contact

with such or such spe-

never come unawares upon my mind existing
I never observe aught save percep-

in a state void of perceptions

;

any one, after serious reflection and without prejudice?, thinks he has any other idea of himself, I confess that I can
reason no longer with him. The best I can say for him is that perhaps he is right no less than I, and that on this point our natures
are essentially different.
It is possible that he may perceive sometion

If

thing simple and permanent which he calls himself, but as for
I

am

quite sure

I

me

possess no such principle."

Hume's view is a negation of the ego as a constant
and immutable centre of the soul. The soul is recog-
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many

nized as a combination of

ideas,

and the ultimate

COURT.

ego aside from the various thoughts of a man.

Man's

elements of soul-life are the simple feelings of nervous
irritations with the refiex-actions resulting therefrom.

mind

The

This discovery appears at first sight appalling.
destroys, it would seem, the human soul itself, and

centre of our soul-life, the present state of con-

sciousness or the subject of the act of thinking,

is

not at

now

is

that are thought, but

that they abhor the

The ego

is

it is

the very idea

itself

that

is

not a constant'and immutable cen-

about and brings into active play,
now this and now that concept or wish so that now
this and now another feeling, or thought, or desire is
awakened and stirred into prominence.
We distinguish between the ego, or the present
state of consciousness, in its continuity with former as
tre,

but

it

shifts

not at

well as future states of consciousness,

own

personality.

The

and the con-

idea of our

own

outcome

not at

It is

all

astonishing that people and espe-

shocked; for the situation in our
conception of the soul is as thoroughly altered as our conception of the universe was in the
times of Copernicus when the geocentric standpoint
cially the clergy are

scientific

had

to be abandoned.
It took some time ere people
could accustom themselves to the idea that they whirled

through space with a rotatory motion
a second.

The

idea of one's

own

personality

man perhaps

is

among

the

all

most important one,
because of its constant recurrence.
Yet we must
bear in mind that as an idea it is not different from
any other idea, representing other personalities or
a

of

objects

in

the

the surrounding universe.

cept of one's

own

personality

is

If

this

stirred in a

con-

man

in

combination with the idea of a certain work which is
carried out by his hands, the thought rises in his brain,
"I am doing this," or "I am thinking this," "I am
planning this." In such a case, accordingly, the ego
of a

man happens

to coincide at the

moment

with the

At the next moment, however, he may have forgotten all about himself, i. e.,
about his personality; and his ego, i. e., the present
state of his consciousness, may be wholly absorbed in
his work.
For instance, he is felling a tree and
thinks. Will it fall to the right or to the left? His ego,
in that case, resides in the contemplation of the tree
before him which is combined with the consideration
as to where it is likely to break down.
There is not
an ego which thinks of the tree in its special predicament, but the idea of the tree is the ego at that moment.
Lichtenberg very wittily remarked "We should
idea of his personality.

:

say, 'It thinks,' just as well as

we say

'

It lightens,'

or 'It rains.'

In saying cogito the philosopher goes
he translates it I think. "
This conception of the nature of man's ego has
been generally accepted by psychologists. The recent
investigations of experimental psychology carried on in
France by Charcot, Th. Ribot, Alfred Binet, and
others, and of physiological psychology in Germany, inaugurated by Fechner, and perfected by Wundt and

too far

if

'

'

his school, have only served to corroborate the fundamental truth of the fact that there is no independent

"a psychology

as

without a soul."

our past experiences, and of all our future intentions.
It is comprised under the little pronoun " I ".
ideas

it

of psychical researches

new psychology

of the

personality is a complex conception of our bodily form,
of

It

astonishing that the clergy are shocked,

all

and speak

;

cept of our

the one and

the other constitutes his ego.

alia mysterious agent distinct from the different ideas

thought.

now

a society of ideas, of which

is

When

of nineteen miles

trying to think of

they became

it

Nature appeared to be deprived of her dignit}',
for if matters were as Copernicus said, all fixedness,
all solidity and stability seemed lost forever in the
material as well as in the moral world.

dizzy

;

*

Modern psychology
velopment

of

*
*
will influence the religious de-

humanity
At

no

in

modern astronomy.

first

to destroy the soul itself

;

a false-

view only

less

but

of the

a degree than did

sight the
it

new

does not.

truth
It

seems

destroys

ego.

To those who have not as yet
new conception it appears difficult
However,

ego-centric standpoint.

grasped the
renounce the

fully
to

a closer acquaint-

ance with the modern solution of the problems of soul-

shows that instead of destroying religion they
it upon a firmer foundation than it ever before

life

place

possessed.

The new psychology destroys the dualistic view
The soul has ceased to be something in-

of the soul.

dependent of and distinct from psychical activity.
The new view is monistic it regards the soul as iden:

tical

with

feelings

and

its

activity

;

and thoughts,

the

human

soul consists of man's
and hopes, his wishes

his fears

ideals.

With
error

is

the psychology of dualism an individualistic

destroyed.

The

soul ceases to be identical with

the ego, and the individual can no longer be considered
as 'the little God upon earth for whom all things are
'

created,

who from

unchanged

the

moment

into eternity.

rious agent behind the

psychic growth and

He
many

soul-life.

is

of birth will remain
no longer the myste

different

phenomena

of

But while destroying
modern psychology

this metaphysical superatition,
does not at all deprive the human soul of

its

worth,

and its nobility. The human soul remains
as great and noble, as precious and holy, as it ever was.
This wonderful organism of innumerable ideas, of senits

dignity,

——

XHE OPEN
longings, hopes and fears,

timents,

aspirations,
is

wishes, desires,

and ideals that reside within man's brain,

the highest and grandest

phenomenon

upon earth; and the moral aim
than hindered by the

new

of constantl}'

man

ing and elevating the soul of

of

is

nature

improv-

rather helped

insight gained through psy-

chological investigation.

Science never comes to destro}'.

On

the contrar)',

Thus the new psychology frees
our conception of the human soul from an error which
was the root of the belief in witchcraft and of many
it

comes

other

to purify.

evils.

We

must expect

that a better under-

standing of the facts of psychology will be beneficial

human

and thought. The
problem
will help us to solve other problems of a properly religious, social and socialistic, philosophical and sciennature.
It will advance humanity along the
tific
whole line of its brave army of progressive aspirers.
Truth seems to injure morality so long only as we
have not as 3'et fully grasped the truth. Half truths
may be dangerous, but the whole truth will ever serve
to purify and to ameliorate.
The psychical problem
is a new crisis through which religion has to pass, and
it is to be hoped that in the struggle between the old
view and the modern view, between the popular and
dualistic conception on the one side, and the scientific
and monistic conception on the other side, religion will
come out not only unbruised and unimpaired, but even
greater and nobler and truer than it ever has been
in all other fields of

activity

solution of the most important psychological

before.

Religion, in so far as

it

will

progress with the

general progress of science, must lose

all

sectarian-

anti-scientific narrowmindedness, and broaden
cosmic religion. This cosmic religion will be a
natural religion, because it is founded upon the laws
of nature.
It will be the Religion of Science, because

ism,

all

into a

its

truth rests

upon

scientific

evidence.

the only orthodox religion destined to
lic
lic

among
in

thinking mankind

It

will

be

become catho-

— orthodox

and cathothe etymological and proper meaning of those
all

words.

The time of this religion is not as yet come; but
come it must. At present we can only give encouragement not

from investigation, but to inquire boldly into the basic problem of human existence, of moral ideals, and of religious aspirations.
Never fear truth, be it at first sight ever so alarming
truth will always lead to higher planes, to
grander views, to nobler deeds.
p. c.
to shrink
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Treading the path forever new yet old

The

tale retelling

now

so oft retold

;

;

Here, while the Night her dusky mantle spreads,
I sit and view the starry map outroU'd,

So long ago you sang the Rose and Vine,

The Queen of Flowers and the purple wine
And toss'd your song into the Sufis forth.
And challeng'd better wisdom than was thine.
;

—

And now

a dreamer in a distant clime
bubble borne upon the after-time,
Seeing a Rose upon the current float.

A

Drifts idly on

— to touch your orient rhyme.

To touch your rhyme

but Omar where art ttou
Dost hear thy life-song wafted to me now ?
This spirit thrilling mine from the white page
Seems like a Presence bending o'er my brow.
Feeling thy

At

Angel of the darker drink,'

'

before thee standing, held the cup,

last

Thou

intense I cannot think

life

That when the

?

I

didst forever into darkness sink.

Then doubting do I ask, What profits
The going, coming, on this fire-blown

all

ball

?

This sand speck circling in the dim inane
Where myriad suns forever rise and fall ?

Mankind,

O Omar,

Nor torch

to

still

no star can

see.

guide them through the Mystery,

Where, blindly groping, cling they to a hope
One day to find of Human Fate the key.

New

Teachers rising

to the

people cry

:

Divinely hither, sent by the Most High,

We

come

The

truth which

to

show the inner truth of things,
shown no scoffer can deny.

will they know
His purposes make plain
Thy Vine and Rose they gird at might and main

His

:

;

To shun

;

way

O'er thorns and stones they press the earthly
a future of eternal pain.

Somewhere, they say, within the waste abyss,
There reigns a Paradise of perfect bliss
A Land of Summer where the Rose and Vine
;

Bloom

And

fairer

they

than they ever did in

who

lov'd not this life there shall

Couch 'd high on beds

The
And

praises of His

if

name who led them up
down to deepest Hell.

O

:

There

is

no God

!

there be, philosopher and clod.

Sinner and saint are

He

tell.

and asphodel,

of rose

thrust their brothers

Others advancing cry
Or,

this.

sits

withdrawn

brave as strong

all alike to

— ye need
!

him

;

not fear his nod

my Omar,

kind and wise

!

Scorner of sophists and their subtle lies
Lover of Truth of Truth without disguise.
!

—

And

soul's integrity

— the highest prize

!

;

ON READING THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM.
BY

].

H.

B^WN.

Mv

Omar, treading in a later day
This devious maze where once your footsteps lay.
Though far from Persia's rich and fragrant Rose,
Far from her clinging Vine's lu.xuriant spray
;

With thee

I

He plac'd us here to live
He found it good to give

hold

To love the
And though

life

Why

worst

Lo
The
!

And,

life at

the

;

Secret we should never know
is sweet— and wherefore grieve

East the light of morning grows
curling mists ascend, the crimson glows
in the

in the smile of greeting

The Universe appears an

;

;

Earth and Heav'n,

op'ning Rose

!

?

;

2
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THE BREAD OF
TO

C.

C.

A.

H.

CHANDLER.

BY

W.

quaff

and much literary wonder has been excited by it, for Macaulay
with provoking malice concealed the sentence, and did not explain
how the deed was done. The puzzle however has been solved by

although later on they fain

;

life's

cup-and

all its

dregs again.

a

Regardless of their Immortality.

Full-measured

O be not disquieted
Such Sacrament hath Christ brought
That satisfieth the desiring soul.
MojJCTON, N. B.

to

effect of

it

was

in

some

In the

place the petition was not a general expression of the

women

them who advocate the

appointment of women on the School Board. The delegation had
no representative character in the popular meaning of the word.
It represented a refined and intelligent element, not numerous,
This private and select appearance
was unfortunate enough, but the delegation also made the grave
mistake of taking a man along to plead the women's cause. The
but respectable and exclusive.

effect

was

of this

women

the

to

weaken the claim

of Chicago there

Mayor and

claim to the

for

women.

If

among

selected

man

It is

by the

petition presented

for the

appointment of

move

women

the impression that

ponents of

woman

are not

will

of secret slate-fixing,

women

and the

women, who came

made

up, just like

learned as

men

tactics of the caucus.

The

The veteran

must have admired the strategy of

politicians of the City Council

those

go tar to re-

for politics.

suffrage will be confounded and

they behold inexperienced

Mayor with

to the

their " slate" already

men. They did not ask the Mayor for the appointment of women on the School Board, but for the appointment of certain women selected by them. They had been in secret
caucus they had sifted all the women in Chicago and had found
half a dozen competent for school ofBcers, so they demanded the
appointment of three of these. Thus they combined business with
pleasure, and showed their knowledge of the electioneering art,
and the genius of government.
Suppose, however, that the men
on the School Board happen to be as uncivilized as members of
the City Council, and puff tobacco smoke in women's faces just
like Aldermen
will they want to be on the School Board then ?
;

;

*

The poem

Court.— Ea

to

which

this

!

I

refers appeared in

of the

:

Each following day

What

till

the last,

the etiquette of type-writing

is

question of importance.

How much

?

This

is

an

ethical

of our correspondence mits/

be written with a pen, and how much of it mny be written with a
type-writer ? I have long been in correspondence with an old
friend in England, and thinking to make my letters more legible
and handsome I have lately used the type-writer. Instead of
In a recent letter he says
praise he sends me back reproaches.
Your last two letters are type- writing productions. I cannot say
It has none of the beauty and
I like this modern improvement.
:

'

'

interest of handwriting.

I

fear that caligraphy

is

destined to be

passing from the writer in magnetic streams through the pen to

man

any other

Mayor and Coun-

which

fit

Buckingham the splendor

Cloth of Gold, says

so with a letter written in the ancient way, for a spiritual current

The

the School Board, shows a

creditable proficiency in political methods

sphere

in the mysteries

their needs than

ladies to the

women on

in his

simple enough

op-

easy that

is

a slight excuse for this mistake that the

knows more about schools and

it is

curious too that Macau-

ashamed when

City Council, the inference

in Chicago, but this does not altogether atone for the blunder.

The
cil,

all

to present their

not wise in giving to their enemies the advantage of

argument.

ihis

little

added to the lost arts." This plaintive sentiment is founded on
good morals and right feeling. I see now that type-writing in
friendly correspondence is an offense against the laws of social
Type-writing should be confined
confidence, and mutual esteem.
to business letters, or to correspondence between persons of no
consequence to each other. It is lifeless, impersonal, and artificial.
The soul of the writer is not in it. Handwriting is heart-writing,
and a spiritual influence forever. The psychological power of
handwriting can never be attained by type. A type-wiitten letter
brings none of the writer's presence with it as a pen-written letter
does.
Of what value is an old type-written letter, say from a
friend separated from us by long distance or by death ? It has
the inspiration of any other piece of print, and nothing more. Not

were none competent

there are none competent for places on the School Board.

women were

a

Became the next day's master,
Made former wonders its.

respects to

injure rather than promote the object of the petitioners.
of Chicago, nor even of that portion of

It is

describing to the duke of

the City Hall of

at

Chicago a few nights ago, when a delegation of ladies waited on
the Mayor and City Council with a petition asking that three women be appointed on the School Board. The affair was rather

first

Like
do it.

festivities at the Field of the

was presented

managed, and the

to

:

was as sovereign

other puzzles

who was an intellectual phonograph, retaining all he ever
heard or read, and able to give it back again when called upon,
forgot that Shakespeare had anticipated Butterworth and Castlereagh. In King Henry the Eighth, Act the First, the duke of Nor-

our earth,

folk,

unskillfully

in its."

all

Mr. Butterworth of Ohio
"The Democratic party

lay,

!

interesting scene

was

when you know how

NOTES.
A VERY

American Congress.

well that the President

as Congress

;

the plenteous golden bowl

is

of the

knew very

wine, " world-free, a gift of priceless worth

Partake, and

member

has concluded a speech in this manner

" Athirst and hungry " seek that "living bread

And

Macaulay, amazed at the achieve-

ment, says that on one occasion Castlereagh managed to conclude
This was a great oratorical feat,
a sentence with the word " its."

;

By long night-vigils, days of industry,
And earnest striving, in the end to be
Would

could involve sentences into labyrinthine phrase

in riddles impossible to solve.

vain

a favored few can scarce attain

Heart-famished

He

of his time.

with such intricate ingenuity that their meaning became involved

Crave neither Science nor Philosophy,
Which yearning minds so oft pursue in
These but

COURT.

Lord Castlereagh, the famous politician, was voluminous in
oratory. He could say nothing in more words than any other man

LIFE.'

N o.

139 of

TVzt' O/ff

the paper vitalizes

sess

it

more

I

we

feel

think of

his
it

In such a letter

forever.

it

mortal essence of the writer

is

the

more

some

of the im-

preserved, and so long as

companionship
I feel

never altogether

is

the justice of

my

we

lost.

pos-

The

friend's re-

buke.
*

'

-!v

There are many excellent people who maintain that loyalty
to the government is a virtue, but that loyalty to party is a vice
and on the surface it really looks that way. Loyalty to the government seems to exalt the dignity of the citizen, while obedience
;

to party looks like a surrender of personal independence.
ible

enough

;

but in a system of Government by Party,

?
For instance,
body on the altar of his country
the same time be condemned for

one loyalty as meritorious as the other
a

man be honored

at the call of

offering his

for laying his

government, and at

mind and

Plaus-

why is not
why should

soul in sacrifice at the call of party

?

If the

THE OPKN
power is the government for the time being, and the party
out of power hopes to be, why is not party loyalty a duty like devotion to the government ?
party in

*

-s

value of party loyalty in a government by party was

The

beautifully
of

months

shown

Grand

at the

Pacific Hotel in Chicago a couple

The Republican

ago.

Committee held a
the order," and to appoint

State Central

meeting there to discuss the "good of
Old war-horses of the party ata day for the State Convention.
tended the conclave to give spirit and fire to the proceedings, while
Nestors came from every district with gripsacks

political

The

counsel.

question before the house was, " Shall

full of

we have an

Some wanted

it early on grounds of
on grounds of principle.
The argument of these displayed a touching self-devotion beyond
They wanted a late convention because Congress having
praise.
This readiness to surrenadjourned, they could ratify its action.

early or a late convention ?"

expediency, and others wanted

it

late

ought

who admire

patriotic self-sacrifice.

put those patriots on the pension

to

It

roll.

ratify,

but they would not

To them

tions.

it

the " Chinese wall," or
the

same whether

free

list,

mar

the party

tin,

Hence

made

it

a story higher

;

to

them

it

was

ending.
3. The different vowels together with the consonants ought to
modify the verbs so as to render adverbs superfluous. Thus, the
letter L, before the final ending, is supposed to express intellectual

action

Indeed should Congress pass a bill of attainder
of them, and order thefn all to be beheaded on
the 4th of July, they would bow their he.ads meekly to the block,
"
ratify."
The country is perfectly safe, because
and thankfully
while such an obedient spirit exists, government by party will be
"ratify."

I'ca,

— for the governors.
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sal

?

Italian ethnologist, with

question

:

Is

it

many

scientists of

possible to invent a univer-

Professor Mantegazza avoids giving a direct an-

swer to his own
and that of a few modern

query, but he quotes the authority of Leibnitz,
scientists.

international language, are

All

theories in favor of a

mere

utilitarian

views of

The narrow ideas of its practical, momentary usefuleconomy of time, international convenience, etc., almost entirely overrule the scientific and linguistic idea itself. They totally
seem to disregard and to ignore the independent and imperial
language.
ness,

human languages. In this respect, the views of ProMantegazza do not essentially differ from those of the repromoters of the Volapiik jargon.

character of
fessor
alistic

Mantegazza regards the practical creation

of

a

universal

tongue as a comparatively easy task, but at the same time he
maintains that this invention ought to be performed according to
strictly

"ideological" methods, and in this important particular

differ from the purely empirical process of Johann
Martin Schleyer, the inventor of the Volapiik.
In Professor Mantegazza's ideological scheme of a universal
language every consonant should express a fundamental idea, and
from their association are to result all secondary ideas. The

he claims to

the letter

P

sentimental pleasure, love.

'pa, physical

enjoyment.

The vowels form

4.

veme, vemi,

I

the personal endings of the verbs

The first consonants of the alphabet, in
made to express the tenses of the verb.

5.

:

vema,

love, thou lovest, etc.

their successive

series are

The consonant

A'

expresses pain, thus

general notion of suffering,

A'e/a, intellectual

:

Jffa,

suffering,

implies the

Rema, suf-

fering of the heart, J\fpa, physical pain.

The

7.

letters

r,

s,

/,

prefixed to the last characteristic vowel

of the verb express the degree of action in the verb, thus
suffer a

little,

;

repsa, suffer considerably, repta, suffer very

repra,

much,

etc., etc.

Such

is

substantially the ingenious, ideological structure of

his universal language,

which Mantegazza claims

to have invented
At the present time, however, he
modestly believes that he really performed an idle and useless
at the

age of twenty-two years.

The Volapiik, surely, is doomed because it only added one
more awkward idiom to the three thousand and sixty-six that we
It was mainly derived frcm the English, modalready possessed.
ified and softened for the organ of the southern nations.
Mantelogical

quite willing to sacrifice his youthful, ideo-

is

scheme, in favor of what he regards as a far more solid

and practicable realization of a universal language, to
spontaneous and mimetic language of gesture la lingua
:

language

universal,

I

gazza, accordingly,

La Lingua Universale. By Fao/o Mantegazza. From the Arcliivio per P Antropologia e la Etnologia : Vol. XIX. Fasc. 3,

The distinguished
own time, asks the

;

task.

M. M. Trumbull.

his

action relating to sentiment

.J/,

pleasure (the letter v expresses pleasure).

Vchi, intellectual pleasure.

man

an easy and lucrative business,

the letter

;

denoting sensual action.

6.

"A," "B,"or "C." Whichever way it
they would " ratify." They cared not whether

or in schedule

against every

Every consonant must express a fundamental idea.
Every part of speech should possess its own characteristic

all

might happen to be,
Congress made silver coinage free, or limited, they stood ready to
"ratify."
Of what consequence was it whether Congress refused
pensions or gave every old soldier a house and lot, so that they
could

:

1.

2.

harmony by asking ques-

turpentine, and tobacco were put on the

The

structure of the language aims at being as natural as possible.

adds to their

mattered nothing whether Congress lowered

ideas in time and space.

names of objects, through the frame-structure of the consonants,
must be referred to some original, fundamental idea, and to the
same also must be referred all moral ideas. In other words, the

It

glory that they had not the slightest idea of what they offered to

•345

serve to indicate the diverse modifica-

tions imparted to the fundamental

der judgment, soul, and conscience for the public good, deserves
the gratitude of a people

COURT.

vowels, on the contrary,

In his opinion this

is

wit, the
dei gesti.

the only practically possible " universal lan-

guage," naturally and uniformly understood by
tions of the earth.

It

language as such

is

human

all races and namust be admitted that the idea of a gesture-

only a crude and narrow view of the true na-

Without further expatiating upon
remark that the modern science of
language still refrains from all serious discussion of the problem
To the eminent philologist Wilhelm von
of universal language.
Humboldt every different type of human speech was not merely
an external, incidental phenomenon, but rather a peculiar expression of the cosmic views and ideas possessed by the different races
Jede spraclie ist eine eigenthiimof the earth, or as he expresses it
liclie -Weltansiclit.
Each single type from its own peculiar point
of view realizes the universal speeeli-idea {die Sprach-idee){ and alture of

all

the subject,

it

is

utterance.

only

fair to

:

ways in an exclusive, national form. Even the surprising diverand variety of languages constitute an indispensable condition
for the successful attainment of the speech-idea, and of the higher
It therefore seems
intellectual development of the human races.
clear that the general methods of purely ethnological research have
phenomenon
of
articulate human
to
the
applied
to be cautiously
utterance, to the science and philosophy of language.
sity
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An Account

of

1875-1889.

OPKN COURT.

Recent Progress in Classical Arch.eology:
By Alfred Eiiwrson, Ph.. D. Cambridge John
:

layman the discoveries of archa.'ological science in reOur illustrated magacent years are to a great extent unknown.
zines have furnished now and then essays on some newly exhumed
the

fragments of antiquity, but the historical importance of archaeoand the widespread interest at present taken in it by
all civilized nations are, by the average reader, little appreciated
logical work,

or understood.

labors of the classical archaeologists of Ger-

The

many, France, England, Italy, and Greece (latterly even of Amersupported mostly by governmental cooperation, have led in

ica),

some

instances

entire reconstruction of

to the

many

well-fixed

and notions hitherto entertained by us of ancient art,
The excavations at Olympia,
architecture, law, and customs.
Pergamon, at Tanagra, at Myrina, where such invaluable ar;the excavation of the
treasures and inscriptions were discovered
theatre of Polykleitos at Epidauros, which has revolutionized our
conception of the structure of the Attic stage and the discovery
of the Code of Gortyna, that so greatly influenced Grecian legislation, are all that need be mentioned in illustration of the imNearly every nation of Europe has
portance of these results.
theories

;

;

movement

— directly

by subsidization, the erecand indirectly
and private enterprise. America has, it is true, done but little, yet what we have done is worthy
and the support of the American
of substantial encouragement
Archaeological Institute and the American Classical School at
contributed to the

museums, and the

tion of

through

its

on Glass and other Me-

of Silver

Surfaces."

tallic

We

Wilson & Son.

To

and " The Deposition

"

Mounts

institution of societies,

universities, its scholars,

acknowledge the receipt of a number of copies of T/ie
Weekly Chronicle containing a series of autobiograph"Sixty
ical articles, by Mr. George Jacob Holycake, entitled
Years of an Agitator's Life," and four fervently and sympathetically written articles by his friend and co-worker Mr.
Geo. Julian Harney, entitled respectively, "The Grand Rehearsal," " Eight Hours Russia," " Russian Exile," and " ProWhither ?" If space allowed it, we would be glad to
gress
publish in part the sturdy remarks of Mr. Harney, and many extracts from the eventful life of the great apostle of liberty, George
Jacob Holyoake. But we recommend their perusal to our readers.
One passage from Mr. Holyoake's reminiscences has struck us as
being sustained by a noble and high-minded ethical sentiment. It
is where he speaks of his arrest and maltreatment at Cheltenham
A'eu'caslle

—

!

:

was but the exhibition of ignorance
taken by surprise and that hatred was no economy of time, as it enabled persons whom you knew and detested to occupy your thoughts with schemes of
retaliation. There is a period in law when debts are no longer recoverable,
and I have suggested to co-operative societies that associative animosities
should be closed with the accounts, and not carried forward to the next
quarter. Certainly the best new year's resolve is to cancel the hatreds which
the past twelve months may have engendered — to treat them as though they
had never been, and begin each new year free from the unprofitable burden
of resentment or malevolence to any man. Though this rule has brought me
a sense of peace like an annual endowment, I find after forty-eight years some
anti-clerical indignation creep into my mind when the intentional indignities
of my march to Gloucester Gaol recur to me."
"

It

was

a doctrine of

mine

that anger

:

;

Athens should become with us a matter of patriotic duty.

NOTES.

We

new Clark

In the psychological department of the

University,

Emerson says, chairs of classical archaeology at our
universities
we have not a single one now the treasures that we
possess should be put in museums even our large cities do not
possess collections for the illustration of ancient art to compare
with those at such small towns as Marburg and Giessen, in Germany our museums should be supplied with reproductive appa-

work by the following professors President Stanley Hall, Dr. H.
H. Donaldson, Dr. E.' C. Stanford, Dr. F. Boas, and others.
The university possesses excellent neurological and psychological
laboratories, from which good work may be expected.

and advantage should be taken of the many precious barto be had in European markets.
Dr. Emerson's sketch, which covers the field of investigation
from 1875 to 1889, and constitutes the Tenth Annual Report of

jects are

Dr.

need.

—

;

—

the course for the coming year embraces lectures and laboratory
;

An

;

ratus

;

gains

still

the Council of the Archaeological Institute of America,

He

creditable performance.

and concise form.

is

a very

has compiled his data in a readable

The author

is

Professor of Greek at the Lake

Forest University and has more than once visited the ground of
the operations he reports.

/«p/>.

International Literary Bureau has been established in Mil-

waukee, Wis.

(450 East

— to afford

The

Ethical Problem

which he held on the invitation of the Board of Trustees of the
Society for Ethical Culture, Chicago.

The Open Court Publish-

ing Co., will soon publish the lectures in pamphlet form.

We are

in receipt of the latest publication of

ner, the well

known

liberal author.

The book

New

York by the Belford Publishing Co.) bears the title " A Thoughtless Yes," and contains several short stories part of which have
appeared

in Be/ford's

In the

Magazine.

Programme

Its

ob-

securing international

medium

medium for bibliographic information, etc., etc.
may be obtained on application, and correspondence
The Bureau is managed by Mr. Maximilian Grosz-

poses, to furnish a

Prospectuses
is solicited.

We

sincerely

hope
it

that

it

will fulfil its mission

and promote

has been founded.

The Anarchist Mr. Tucker, editor of Liberty, Boston, quotes
from The Open Court a passage that occurs in the discussion on
Anarchism was contrasted with Nationalism as the
Nationalism.

We said " If the individual does not voluntaobey the laws of the community, society has the right to enThere is no such thing as sovereignty of the indiforce them.
opposite mistake.

;

Graduate and

Mr. Tucker says

vidual."

:

"True, there is no such thing; and we Anarchists mean that there shall
be such a thing. The criticism of The Open Court writer is doubtless valid
against those Anarchists who premise the sovereignty of the individual as a
natural right to which society has no right to do violence. But I cannot understand

of Courses of Instruction,

Market Square).
of

rily

Helen H. Gard-

(published in

way

of exchange for literary productions, to supply original literary
matter as well as translations for literary and commercial pur-

mann.

BOOK NOTICES.

Street,

copyrights by means of authorized translations, to afford a

the objects for which

Dr. Carus has completed his lectures on

Water

a convenient

its

force at all

when

offered, as

it is.

comment on

in

the declaration

of 'a leading Anarchist of Chicago' that the goat oi progress is individual

Undergraduate, in the Department of Philosophy at Columbia
College, a future course in Experimental Psychology is announced.

sovereignty.

The

to-day afiirms the right of society_to coerce the individual and of the individ-

catalogue of books to be read in the various departments

is

very rich.

We

have received from Dr. Frank L. James, of St. Louis, two
little brochures reprinted from the Proceedings of the American
Society of Microscopists, entitled respectively " Shrinkage of Cement-Cells the Cause of Leakage and Creeping in Glycerin

"

Anarchism of the

'

natural right

'

type

is

out of date.

The Anarchism

ual to coerce society so far as either has the requisite power.

admit

all

that The

Open Court writer claims

in

It is

ready

of

to

behalf of society." ....

We
shall

wage no war against anarchists who declare that the laws
be obeyed. Yet there is one point in which we take excep-

tion to

Mr. Tucker's anarchism.
and we say " Order

of order "

:

He says
is

'
:

'

Liberty

is

the mother

the mother of Liberty."

